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RACE STWARD'S REPORT
RE: APPEAL OF #169 CW

During a Production Car Impound June 6, 1982 at Westwood, it was discovered
that No. 169 cw, a Mazda RX3 with rotary engine, was running in E Production
with a header.
Comp. Reg. 1401: "Production Cars, as defined in Sec. 1302 must be
raced as purchasable new. The only esceptions are listed in
Sec~

1402 • • • • • "

1402. D. (6): Installation of stright pipes, except as provided in
Sec. 1302. E. (4}. Stock exhaust manifold system must be retained.
THORNDIKE BARNHART COMPREHENSIVE DESK DICTIONARY defines Manifold as
follows, "• •• Noun 1. Pipe with several openings • • • • "
The Mazda Rotary Engine cars are different from conventional piston engine
cars in that they have no pistons, values and camshafts etc. However there
must be some wayto route the exhaust gases from the engine chambers to the
tail pipes. On pollution equiped cars this is the Thermal Reactor. In
Europe and Japan Mazda's without any pollution equipment used a cast iron
exhaust manifold similar in design to a conventional manifold. However,
these parts are apparently not available in North America.
The Thermal Reactor on these cars in indeed a part of the pollution equipment.
But, if there is nothing to replace the Thermal Reactor with i.e. a cast iron
manifold, then it must be left on the car.
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Brian E. Berg,
1904 Cliff Avenue,
Burnaby, B. c.
Canada. V5A 2K8
( 604) 420-1469
July 2, 1982.
Ed Howell, Race Steward,
~~09 Evergreen Place,
Tacoma, Washington. 98466
~~.

ATTENTION:

Contest Board,

I.c.s.c.c.

Dear Sir:
SUBJECT: Appeal of decision by Race Steward, denying the
removal of pollution control equipment in Class "E"
Production Mazda RX 3 (pfr).
For nine years '1E1' Production Mazdas have been running pollution
free with the thermal reactor removed and straight pipes installed.
On June 6, 1982, a race group impound and inspection at Westwood
once again raised the legality of this practice.
In 1979 when· this question was raised with Brad Gehring, of
Bremerton Washington, his RX 3, with the same system, was found to be legal
by an r.c.s.c.c. Committee and he was awarded the 1979 Class E Production
Championship. He will be glad to answer questions and can be reached at
(206) 373-5910. Unfortunate~, there is no record in print of this decision
and I now find l11YSelf in the same position.
RX 3 Mazda run in Class 11 G" (pfi), but with poLlution control equipment removed they jump to Class ''E". The only pollution control equipment the
RX 3's use is an air pump and a thermal reactor. Removal of the air pump
only, would deny the thermal reactor's cooling jacket a continuous supply of
cooling air. This would cause engine failure due to abnormally high heat
buildup on the llf~er right side of the engine. The Rot~ engine is constructed with aluminum casings, steel side housings and tied together with
steel "through bolts". Excessive heat would cause the aluminum sections to
be crushed by their excessive expansion. This would happen within 15 minutes
of hard running.
Reinstalling the air pump would move the car back to Class
(with stock muffler).
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Section·l3, subsection 1302 - E - 3 shows Class ~ (pollution
equipped) at 22.0 through 23.4 lbs. per H.P. The 17.0 through 19.9 lbs. per
H.P. for Class nE" (pollution removed) re.£lects fairly the increase in H.P ..
gained by the removal of the thermal reactor and air pump. This "two._. class"
jump, for removal of pollution control,. equipment, applies only to RX 3, RX h,
and R 100 1 s. Whereas, the removal of pollution control equipment on all other
cars requires only a "one class" jump •
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Mazda Rotary engines built for the North American market come
equipped with a thermal reactor to superheat the exhaust and burn away the
pollutants.
- the reactor is warranted as a pollution control device.
- a replacement is listed at $750.00.

(What manifold would cost
this much?)
- the thermal reactor is not an exhaust manifold.
With the the~mal reactor removed, pipes are required to carry the
exhaust from the engine to the tailpipe.
these pipes have no collector.
they are not tuned.
- they are not a header.
Section 1.1.+ J..402 subsection "D" number U6rt allows for installation
of straight pipes, it also states "stock exhaust manifold system must be retained". Rotary Engine Mazdas were_ never sold in North America with a manifold system. The pipes used on the car are as close as possible to the exhaust
system on pollution free Mazdas built for Japan and Europe and are unavailable
in North America. (Amongst the five enclosures, see page 16 "Mazda RX 3 Owners
Workshop Manual" by J.H. Haynes.)
In summary, removal of the pollution control devices requires some
method of routing exhaust gases from the engine.to the tail pipe. Remember
nothing has been changed - not my car, not the rules, just the Steward's interpretation of the rules~
I would appreciate your consideration on this matter, and your
decision recorded in the 1983 I.c.s.c.c. Competition Regulations.
Sincerely,

BB/w
Encl.

5

cc - IVIr. Bill Root
President, I.c.s.c.c.
404 N. 6lst Avenue,
Yakima, Washington. 98908

reactor cuuling air jacket to cool it before being
expelled to the atmosphere. thus the secondary air
tlow rate being controlled. Whei1 the air pressure
decreases, the spring closes the valve.

-~e.

Thermal reactor
.
·
thermal reactor is mounted just outside the exhaust
ports. It oxidizes the unburned exhaust gas expelled
from the engine. to reduce the noxious components
such as hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide. When the
engine speed is high or during deceleration of full load
running, the air control valve feeds fresh air from the
air pump to the thermal reactor cooling air jacket to
properly maintain the temperature of the reactor. The
non-return valve which prevents backtlow of exhaust gas
from the reactor is attached at the air inlet of the reactor.

~The

Fig. 1A-10 Cooling air circuit

1A-A-2. Ignition and Air Flow Control System
The ignition and air flow control system consists of a
thermosensor, a thermodetector, an idle switch, and a
control unit including high speed switch, low speed
switch, thermoswitch and trailing ignition switch. This
system ignites and cuts the trailing spark plug to suit
engine temperature and engine speed in order to enhance
the reactivity of the thermal reactor when the engine
is cold. This system has an additional function of regu·
lating the air control valve and the deceleration control
valve.
The operating time of the ignition and air flow control
system is shown by the following table.

Fig. 1A-9 Thermal reactor

Secondary Air Injection Cut
Manual transmission

Operating time
When engine speed is over 4,000 rpm

Parts that operate coordinately
solenoid of air control valve,
air cut valve, high speed switch

During deceleration when engine speed
is over 1, 200 rpm

solenoid of air control valve,
air cut valve, low speed switch,
idle switch

\'.'hen running under full load
(throttle valve is nearly wide open)

air cut valve

When floor temperature is over
approximately 120°C (248°F)
(Protective System)

heat hazard sensor, control unit,
solenoid of air control v~e,
air cut valve
/
/

Automatic transmission

Operating time

Parts that operate coordinately

When engine speed is over the specified
value
4,800 rpm when cold
3,400 rpm when hot

solenoid of air control valve,
air cut valve, high speed switch,
thermosensor, thermoswitch (the last
two parts when engine is hot)
""

During deceleration when engine speed
is I ,400 rpm

solenoid of air control valve,
air cut valve, low speed switch,
idle switch

When running with full load
(throttle valve is nearll wide Of>en)
When floor temperature is over
approximately 120°C (248°1')
(Protective system)

air cut valve

r-
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heat hazard sensor, control unit,
solenoid of air control valve,
air cut valve
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Chapter 1 /Engine

Rotor bearing clearance
Standard
Limit ...

0.04 · 0.08 mm (0.0016 · 0.0031 •n)
0.10 mm (0.0039 in)

Crankshaft
Throw of rotor journal

+0
15 _ 0 .03 mm

(0.5906 ~g 0012 in)

Main journal diameter

+0
43-0.015 mm

(1.6929

Rotor journal diameter

74 + 0.015
-0.030 mm

(29134 +0.0006. l
·
-0.0012 on

~g.000 6 in)

Less than 0.02 mm (Less than 0.0008 in)
0.04-0.07 mm 10.0016 · 0.0028 in)
0.09 mm (0.0035 in)
51 teeth
34 teeth
0.06 · 0.08 mm (0.0024 · 0.0031 in)

Permissible run-out
End float: standard
limit
Rotor internal gear
Stationary gear
Gear backlash
Crankshaft end float spaces:
Marked X
Marked Y
Marked V
Marked Z
All

,.

8.08 mm (0.3181
8.04 mm (0.3166
8.02 mm (0.3158
8.00 mm (0.3150
!:. 0.01 mm (!:. 0.0004 in)

Thickness
Thickness
Thickness
Thickness

in)
in)
in)
in)

Engine wrietions
The larger RX2 type engine fitted for certain markets including USA is the same except:573 cc x 2 rotors (35.0 cu in x 2 rotors)
6.7 Kg/cm2 (951b f/tn2) at 220 rpm
130 HP (SAE) at 7,000 rpm
100 lb f/ft ISAEI at·4,000 rpm
70 mm (2.756 in)
4.570 Kg (10.81b)
69.97 mm (2.755 in)
L, M or N : at 0.02 mm intervals

Displacement
Compression pressure
Power (Net) ...
Torque (Net)
Rotor housing width
Rotor standard weight
Apex seal length
Crankshaft spacers : marked
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Fig.1.1 The moving parts ere very few in the Wankel

Chapter 1/Engine

Introduction
There have been many attempts to produce a smooth light
small engine. The two chfef disadvantages of the piston engine
are that the piston must be stopped at each end of the stroke,
and accelerated in the new direction. This imposes great stress on
the parts. Then because the piston and part of the connecting
rod are reciprocating, vibration is induced. Though much of this
can be balanced out by the vibrations of other cylinders, it
cannot be completely removed. There is the complicated valve
gear. Because the engine works on the four stroke principle,
there is a firing impulse from each cylinder only once in two
revolutions. Thus a VS engine has only four impulses in one
revolution.
2 The full solution to these problems is the gas turbine. It has
no reciprocating parts, no sliding parts, and continuous combustion. Its exhaust emissions have very few pollutants.
Unfortunately it has very poor throttle response, and bad fuel
consumption on part load, such as cruising on a highway. The
attempts to counteract these problems produce more troubles
than those solved.
3 The Wankel engine lies between these two extremes. As in a
piston engine, there is a combustion chamber, and the engine
sucks in, compresses, then fires a fuel/air mixture, and exhausts
it. But the ports through which the gasses enter and leave are
controlled by the main parts of the engine, the rotors, without
the need for valves, rather as happens in a two-stroke piston
engine. A rotor, rather like a paddle wheel, goes round in a
non-circular chamber, the rotor moving off centre. The shape of
the chamber is called an ephitrochoid, coming from the Greek
for a curve generated by point in the plane of one curve rolling
on another. This describes the movement of a point on the rotor.
The rotor's path is controlled by the throw of a crankshaft and
teeth on a gear ring fixed to the housing, which mesh with teeth
inside the rotor.
4 The rotor is approximately triangular in shape. There are
therefore three faces to it and three combustion spaces between
it and its casing. The RX3 has two rotors in two casings side by
side, so there are a total of six combustion spaces. The rotor
does one revolution to three of the crankshaft. As each rotor has
three firing impulses for each of its revolutions, this twin rotor
engine has two impulses for each crankshaft revolution, like a
four cylinder piston four-stroke engine.
5 There is a conventional carburettor and ignition system to
supply a fuel and air mixture, and ignite it, just as in a piston
engine. The fuel/air mixture is led to the chambers by ports, and
the rotor sweeps past their entrances, these being placed at the
appropriate points. There is a port in each side of each chamber.
Some Wankel engines have the ports in the outer wall of the
casing, which are then said to be peripheral. Mazda chose side
ports for reasons of smoothness and medium speed power. There •
are two spark plugs for each chamber. They fire at different
times to get combustion going satisfactorily as the rotor sweeps
round. The plug to which the rotor gets to first is called the
leading plug, and the second one the trailing plug.
6 The word 'casing· is used as the name for that ·part of the
chamber which is immediately outside the rotor. The name of
'housing' is given to the part forming the sides of the chamber.
Thus in this two-chamber engine there is a front, a centre, and a
rear housing. The word 'chamber' is used for the comple\e
container in which the rotor moves. The word 'spact:' is the
individual area between one face of the rotor and the casing and
housin9 walls.
7 The housings and casings are water cooled. The cooling
system for the water is conventional. Because it would be
imwactical to water cool the rotors, these are oil cooled. The
lubricating system therefore has to get rid of a large proportion
of the engine heat. There is therefore a large oil cooler. This is a
much larger one than the oil cooler on conventional piston

that can be burned with fuel. So, though the actual moving parts
and chambers of the Wankel are small, to get in a lot of air, the
carburettor is large, and other ancilliaries too. Because it is a
powerful car, for its size the RX3 would have used the appropriate large amount of fuel that involves for a piston engine
anyway. The Wankel is uneconomical of fuel. This is because the
exhaust phase of the rotor's orbit in the chamber starts before
the gasses have expanded as much as they would have in a piston
engine. This is the same in a two stroke piston engine. Though
the exhaust is well muffled, the sharp bark has similar tone to
that of a two-stroke. This also means that combustion is not
complete, so that in the exhaust is quite a high proportion of
unburned hydro-carbons (HC) and carbon monoxide (COl. At
the time of writing these are the emissions controlled by legislation. The R X3 needs its exhaust corrected to meet these
standards. But from 1976 the oxides of nitrogen (NOx) are to be
limited. Because of this unfinished combustion, allied with the
large surface area of the combustion space compared with its
volume, which quenches the flame, the Wankel is relatively free
of NOx, so meets these regulations fairly easily.
9 Peak power is given at 7,000 rpm. Earlier Mazda Wankels
were governed to prevent over speeding of the engine. On piston
engines some see it almost as a dare to exceed the advised rev
limit, and very often there are no consequences: valve crash is a
safety limit. It is strongly recommended that the limit of 7,000
rpm is not exceeded. It appears eager to go faster, but damage is
possible to the rotor gears, and the rotor seals will wear rapidly.
10 Apart Trom the major difference of being driven by the rotor'
rather than pistons, there are some minor points that will be
dealt with in detail later. To lubricate the seals between rotor
and casing there is an oil metering pump that regulates a flow of
oil from the engine lubrication system, the flow depending on
engine speed and load.
11 The normal RX3 engine two rotors displacing 491 cc (30 cu
in). For the USA, the RX3 uses the RX2 engine off 573 cc x 2
(35 cu in x 2). This compensates for the loss of performance due
to emission control systems.
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and its function rnore irnportant. It forms the
bot torn third of tht: radiator.
B Tht: power an en~Jine can qivt~ dependS on the llrnount (lf air

Problems you must live with

The Wankel engine of the Mazda has some weaknesses that
have to be accepted. Do not think that because in these respects
it is worse than a piston engine, you have got a defect requiring
repair.
2 The higher fuel consumption has already been mentioned.
3 An oil consumption of 500 miles to a pint is normal.
4 The engine is rough on over·run at slow speeds. This may be
accompanied by explosions in the exhaust from the thermal
reactor. The rough running occurs too on cars without the
reactor.
5 The engine is vulnerable to overheating. Ju:n one crisis, such
as a rise in temperature after a coolant leak, will require a strip
down to replace the casings. These are aluminium, but are
clamped between the housings by steel bolts. The latter do not
expand as much as the aluminium when hot. The aluminium is
crushed by its excessive expansion. When the engine cools, it
contracts, but having been crushed, is then too thin, and
mis-shaped, so coolant can leak. Drive gently when cold.
6 It is fashionable to condemn the seals on the rotor tips; the
apex seals. These are not now any more of a prot:itl!m than piston
rings on other engines, but they are likely to be damaged by
running the engine too fast. Toyo Kogyo have chosen their seal
material with a view to good life under normal conditions.
Normal conditions arc unkind to engines; corrosion after cold
starts; stop-start driving and the like. But this material is vulner·
able to damage at high speed. The engine speed limits should be
obeyed.
7 Spark plugs have a hard life on a Wankel engine. The plugs
specially developed for the engine should be used. See Chapter 4
reqarding the usc of hot or cold plugs.
8 The cnHirw can prove drfficult to start from cold because the
apex seals do not seat properly till running, when [JilS pressure

*
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Chapter 3/Fuel system

the fuel feed and return pipes are disconnected at the carburettor by removing the large union nut that holds· their fitting to
the carburettor. This fitting is the recirculation valve. Release the
valve's steady bracket by undoing the one screw on the carburettor body. Then undo the large union nut, at the same time
holding the union fitting in the carburet tor on the other side of
the recirculation valve with another spanner. When the nut is
withdrawn, the filter c.an be taken out. It is very fragile. It
should be washed in clean petrol.
3 The main fuel filter, the fuel line filters, should be replaced
by a new unit at 12,000 mile (18,000 km) intervals. Access on
Saloons/Coupes is gained by removing the trim panel at the front
of the boot (trunk) that conceals the fuel tank standing behind
the rear seat back. On Wagons undo the series of screws holding
the left side panel in the way-back. Note the way the old filter is
fitted. Ctean the pipes, then pull them off the filter. Put in the
new filter. Turn on the ignition to switch on the pump, and
check for leaks.

10 Fuel vapi>ur and crankcase fume ventilation
One of the greatest sources of unwanted emission of hydrocarbons is from evaporating fuel. On worn engines crankcase
fumes are unpleasant. At all times the engine needs good
ventilation of the crankcase to dry out condensation.
2 The fuel in the tank will evaporate, even on the move, but
particularly when parked in sunshine. The filler cap is an air tight
fit. The air space of the fuel tank is led first to a condenser, to
prevent liquid passing up the vapour pipe. The vapour pipe is
then led forward to the engine compartment. When the engine is
running, the vapour is drawn in through the carburettor, and
burned. When not running, the vapour is absorbed in charcoal in
an 'absorption canister'. When the engine next runs, the engine
draws air through this canister to purge it.
3 The ventilation is done through a valve on the inlet
manifold's left side, just below the carburettor. The ventilation
valve has a tapered spindle. When the engine is idling, manifold
depression is strong. So the valve is drawn a long way up the
taper, till it just about shuts, so the idling is not spoiled by air
drawn in through the ventilation system. When the engine is
running on the road, depression is weaker, so the valve sits in a
part way position, allowing regulated breathing. Should the
engine back fire, the valve's flat end seats, and closes off the
piping.
4 The fresh air needed to purge the absorption canister, and for
the engine breathing, is drawn into the canister from the air
cleaner.
5 In due course the canister gets fouled. It is recommended
that it be changed at 30,000 miles (45,000 km) intervals. The
canister is mounted in the lid of the air cleaner.
6 There is a check valve in the vapour line. It is mounted in the
boot, on the upper surface near the condensing tank. The check
valve works when there is a blu.:kage in the vapour pipe. With
the vapour pipe blocked fuel could not flow from the tank
unless there is a vent. The check valv.e can allow this, and has a
small filter. When parked, with the vapour pipe blocked, warm
weather could expand the fuel. The check valve allows excess
pressure to be relieved. Thus the check valve will hide any fault
in the system, so it is important to check that everything is in
order.
7 Note that there is a valve in the air control valve of the
thermal reactor's air injection system that is referred to in the
manufacturers books also as a check val\11!. It is a non-return
valve to cut off back pressure.

11 Check valve check
If the check valve is suspect, it should be removed from the
car.
2 Blow through the valve, sealing off the outlet to the tank
with a finger and check that no blow goes down the lower outlet

until pressuno 1S increased.
3 Suck in and check that the valve will relieve vacuum.

12 Ventilation valve check
1 The ventilation valve is checked at the 12,000 mile service.

2 Disconnect the hose to the valve from the fuel tank, and fit a
vacuum gauge.
3 Start the engine, and run it at 2,500 to 3,000 rpm. The gauge
should not show depression more than 2.36 in Hg (60 mm Hg).

't:.13 Exhaust emissions control: system principles
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Because of the high surface area of the combustion spaces in
the Wankel compared with their volume, the flame, as the
fuel/air mixture is burned, is cool. Also the exhaust ports open
relatively early compared with a four stroke piston engine. So
combustion is incomplete when the gas is discharged. If given
more oxygen, by feeding in more air, the carbon monoxide will
burn to carbon dioxide, and the hydrocarbons remaining only
partly burned, can be burned direct into water and carbon
dioxide. Because of the combustion conditions being cool, very
little of the oxides of nitrogen are formed. (NOx).
2 A pump is driven by a 'V' belt from the front of the engine.
This supplies air to be injected into the exhaust ports. The
injectors blow from below into the tract at the bottom right side
of the rotor casings where the exhaust gas passes from the actual
port out to what would normally be the exhaust manifold. The
air to the injectors is fed into a passage high up in the centre
. housing from the inlet manifold casting. It has its own separate
passage in the inlet manifold, and this is controlled by the 'air
control valve'.
3 The air control valve distributes the air from the pump three
ways. The main route is to the injectors. Another feed goes to
the outside jacket of the thermal reactor to cool it, and thence
down a pipe alongside the exhaust pipe. Excess air is blown off
to the air cleaner through a safety valve. The air control valve is
on the right side of the inlet manifold, straight down from the
carburettor. At engine speeds up to 4,000 rpm the valve feeds
the air to the injectors. Above 4,000 rpm the control unit
switches off the solenoid, which cuts off the depression from the
diaphragm controlling the valve, so that its spring closes, cutting
off air to the injectors, and feeding it instead to the reactor
cooling jacket. When deaccelerating below 4,000 rpm, the 'coast
valve' cuts the depression from the air control valve's diaphragm,
so the same distribution of air occurs. In the disc of the valve,
the air cut valve, is a relief valve, so that some air, that in excess
that can get to the injectors, always goes to the reactor cooling
jacket.
4 The trailing ignition is cut at various times, to speed
warm-up, and to ensure that the gasses going to the reactor are
combustible. The leading ignition is retarded 10°. When the
engine is cold the speed warm up. This is done by the use of a
second, offset, pair of contact breaker points.
5 During acceleration the throttle being shut, the engine cannot
draw in much mixture, so combust1on is bad and exhaust
emissions high. In extreme cases, afterburn occurs. There are two
valves concerned with this. The 'anti·afterburn valve' is brought
in on over-run by the control unit, its solenoid being switched
OFF. When there is great depression in the inlet manifold, this
works on the diaphragm of the anti-ar"terburn valve, which opens
to allow air to be drawn in from the air cleaner.''t'iowever the
depression either side of the diaphragm is equalised after 0.7 sees
by a small hole, and the valve shuts again. As the valve opens
when current to its solenoid is switched off, it will be activated
when the ignition is switched off, so allowing air in to weaken
the mixture to stop the engine without afterburn. The coasting
valve solenoid is switch off on over-run. High manifold
depression works on a diaphragm to allow a~r into the manifold.
The coasting valve is also used to control the depression pipe for
the air control valve as previously mentioned. The coasting valve
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8 Distributor vacuum switch.Remove the vacuum tube from ~
the capsule of the trailing distributor. Put on the capsule a length.lf' "~16 Exhaust manifold/thermal reactor removal
of a hose, then a 'T' piece. On one end of the 'T' piece connect a
vacuum gauge. On the other put a length of clean hose which can

{ ' The exhaust manifold or thermal reactor may need to j } e
removed if the gasket develops a leak, or if the reactor is
damaged.
be sucked by mouth. Connect an ohmeter across the vacuum
2 Remove the air cleaner.
3 Remove the alternator, air pump, and air conditioner air
switch contacts after disconnecting their leads. Suck. The switch
pump if fitted.
4 Disconnect the carburettor from all controls, and the fuel
should go off when the depression drops to 7.1 in Hg ( 180 mm
pipes at the large union nut for the circulation valve, and then
Hgl, and come on again when the suction is released, at 4.75 in
remove the inlet manifold from the engine with the carburettor
and emissions control valves still attached.
Hg (120 mm Hgl.
5 Undo the exhaust pipe flange at the manifold. Slacken the
9 Non..-eturn valve. Remove the hose from the air control valve
pipe mounting on the gearbox so that it can be moved about a
to the thermal reactor. Check that the valve moves freely.
bit.
10 Air injectors. These are only checked at major overhauls~t[J Undo the nuts holding the manifold or reactor to the engine.
-"'{"'. In the case of the thermal reactor a special short handfed spanner
Access to them can be gained by removing the sump.
may need to be made up by cutting up a normal one.
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SECTION 16 covers both exhaust manifolds and thermal reactor together.

Note also, sub-section

,_~ indicates that exhaust manifold and thermal reactor are different by stating aiffer n

·" (}J (J}

.A'.

16.2a On emissions controlled cars there
are additional connections to the top of
the air cleaner,

16.2b and others on the left.

I
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16.4 Do not muddle the hoses for the air
or vacuum pipes.
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Fig.3.13 The thermal reactor is lined with ceramic. Air injected
into the ports burns the CO and HC to C02 and water, to
complete the poor engine combustion. But the engine and reactor
flames are so cool nitrogen oxides are not a problem
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